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OCTOBER 1998 
10/04 
10/12 
10/17 
10/19 
10/26 

First Sunday Bourse, See Ad 
H.P.S. Regular Meeting 
H.P.S. Stampers Youth Club 
Windward Oahu Philatelic Soc. 
H.P.S. Executive Board Meeting 

Queen Kapiolani Hotel, 150 Kapahulu Ave., 10 AM - 5 PM 
Nuuanu YMCA, Doors open around 7 PM 
Manoa School, 3155 Manoa Rd. 1 PM - 3 PM 
Lois Opedal, 241 Kaha St., Kailua, 7:30 PM 
Nuuanu YMCA, Doors open around 7PM, Board Meets around 7:15 PM 

 

NOVEMBER 1998 
11/01 
11/09 
11/14 
11/16 
11/23 

First Sunday Bourse 
H.P.S. Regular Meeting 
H.P.S. Stampers Youth Club 
Windward Oahu Philatelic Soc. 
H.P.S. Executive Board Meeting 

Queen Kapiolani Hotel, 150 Kapahulu Ave., 10 AM - 5 PM 
Nuuanu YMCA, Doors open around 7 PM 
Manoa School, 3155 Manoa Rd. 1 PM - 3 PM 
Lois Opedal, 241 Kaha St., Kailua, 7:30 PM 
Nuuanu YMCA, Doors open around 7PM, Board Meets around 7:15 PM 

 

DECEMBER 1998 
12/06 
12/14 
12/19 
12/21 
12/28 

First Sunday Bourse 
H.P.S. Regular Meeting 
H.P.S. Stampers Youth Club 
Windward Oahu Philatelic Soc. 
H.P.S. Executive Board Meeting 

Queen Kapiolani Hotel, 150 Kapahulu Ave., 10 AM - 5 PM 
Nuuanu YMCA, Doors open around 7 PM 
Manoa School, 3155 Manoa Rd. 1 PM - 3 PM 
Lois Opedal, 241 Kaha St., Kailua, 7:30 PM 
Nuuanu YMCA, Doors open around 7PM, Board Meets around 7:15 PM 
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Monthly Meeting and Monthly Swapmeet 
 

The Hawaiian Philatelic Society meets at 7:30 PM on 
the second Monday of each month at the Nuuanu YMCA 
in central Honolulu.  Each meeting includes a short 
business session, a program or slide presentation and an 
auction of about 125 lots.  A board meeting is held at 
7:00 PM on the fourth Monday of each month at the 
same location.  We invite you to attend, meet your 
fellow members, enjoy the program, and talk stamps.  
The public is welcome at all our meetings and we 
encourage you to become a member. 
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Editor’s Notes 
By Greg Chang, Editor 
 
Aloha!  With two issues of the PO’OLEKA O 
HAWAII completed, I feel like an old pro at 
this.  So far, it has been a rewarding experience 
in putting each together .     
 
This edition includes several cover-related 
articles.  The Karl Lewis clearinghouse project 
is quite  interesting. I was  fascinated reading 
about these covers. It appears that there are 
many beautiful covers he created out there. I am 
beginning to notice them in auction catalogs. 
  
In another article, reprinted from the Society of 
Australasian Specialists/Oceania‘s The 
Informer, Janet Klug provides a question and 
answer session on a postmark and a stampless 
cover from Tonga. 
  
The final article provides a very good overview 
of Pan Am’s Clipper. Living in the San 
Francisco Bay Area, I am privileged in being 
close to the terminal point of several clipper 
routes.   Remnants of the clipper days are still 
present - the airplane hangers and the 
administration building with the air control 
tower located on Treasure Island. Further south, 
in Alameda, a plaque marks the site where 
clipper ships once took off and landed. 
 
Finally, there is a listing of the items in the 
club’s library. Quite extensive as well as 
diverse!  I hope  you all have a chance to use 
this resource available to us. 

  
Mahalo to those who have helped me with the 
past two issues of the PO’OLEKA O HAWAII.    
I always enjoy hearing from you. 
 
Until next time, next year…. 

 
Greg Chang 
Editor 
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Karl Lewis Cover Clearinghouse Project 

William M. Collyer - President, Korea Stamp Society 
 

 

 
 
The International Society for Japanese Philately 
(APS 58) and the Korea Stamp Society (APS 
113) are sponsoring a Karl Lewis Cover 
Clearinghouse Project in an attempt to locate 
covers, postcards, and letters produced by the 
late Karl Lewis. 
 
Karl Lewis was an American living in 
Yokohama, Japan.  He produced a number of 
interesting hand painted covers; some first-day 
covers, others from ships and from countries in 
East Asia and the Pacific region. He mailed 
them to his customers in the United States.  
Some of his covers may have been mailed from 
ships with landfall in Hawaii; or mailed to his 
customers in Hawaii.   Most covers are from the 
1930's, but all covers are of great interest. 
 
He was born in Pineville (Bell County), 
Kentucky on September 10, 1865 and died at the 
age of 76 in Yokohama, Japan on May 19, 1942.  
He was married to a Japanese woman for many 
years, but had no children.  His wife preceded 
him in death and he often wrote of the loss of 
his dear wife. 
 
 

He was a merchant seaman until he settled in 
Yokohama in the early 1900's.  There he had 
several occupations; sold automobiles, ran the 
American Roller Skating Rink, and was known 
as the "Only Western Photographer in Japan".   
But he was mainly known as the maker of hand 
painted first day covers (to include other types 
of hand painted covers such as ship covers) 
from Japan and other East Asian Countries 
including some of the islands of the Pacific. 
 
His earliest known covers are dated from 1929, 
but his famous hand painted covers are from 
1934 until 1941.  It has been reported that his 
last known first day cover was dated October 
16, 1941 shortly before he was interned by the 
Japanese in December 1941.  In March of 1942, 
due to failing health, he was released by the 
Japanese and died in Yokohama several months 
later. 
 
It is assumed that the income from photography 
studio did not earn enough money, and although 
he was not a stamp collector, he was able to 
produce beautiful hand painted covers.  These 
he usually sold for a "US silver dime". 
 
Lewis often wrote interesting letters to his 
customers.  If there was a letter inside the cover, 
it was indicated by  )0(  on the top back of the 
cover meaning "open this, there is a letter 
inside."  If there was no letter included, he 
would type a )N(  which meant "there was no 
letter inside."  Often as not, he would stuff the  
)N( covers with all sorts of interesting 
enclosures such as newspaper clippings, blank 
scraps of paper, or even used or unused postal 
cards.  Just as often, the indication of )0( or  
)N( was absent.  It is not recommended that the 
covers with )N( be opened just to find out what 
is inside.  More likely than not, it will contain 
scrap paper of little interest.   
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From the letters I have read, Karl Lewis always 
announced his )0( and )N( notations in his 
first letter to his customers, so they would know 
what to expect.  However, he never has, to the 
best of my knowledge, explained his secret 
marks often found in the upper left corner of the 
back side of the cover, such as "C-1".  Another 
trademark to note with his covers was that 
various ink or "paper seals or impressions" were 
frequently used to seal the back of the cover. 
 
The hand painted covers of Karl Lewis may or 
may not be rare.  For instance, there is a letter 
from him to his supplier requesting a quote for 
the price of 25,000 unused envelopes.  The 
asking price in auctions offering Lewis material 
are from $50 to $150 per cover.  I have no idea 
of what these auctions realize. 
  
The International Society for Japanese Philately 
has devoted over one hundred pages of Japanese 
Philately to the covers and letters of this most 
interesting man. 
 
You are invited to mail photocopies of your Karl 
Lewis covers, both front and back, plus any 
letters or cards that might be contained in 
covers identified as  ) 0 (  on the reverse.  
PLEASE DO NOT MAIL THE ACTUAL 
COVER OR LETTER. JUST A PHOTOCOPY IS 
REQUESTED. 
 
To participate in this most interesting project, 
mail a photocopy of your Karl Lewis cover(s), 
from any country, hand-painted or not, to: 
 
 
 
 ISJP/KSS Karl Lewis Project 
 c/o William M. Collyer 
 P.O. Box 4158 
 Saticoy, CA 93007-0158 
 
  
  

  
  

 
  
  

 
 

Typical Cover 

 
 

Typical Back of Cover 
(Note code and seal) 
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Hawaiian Philatelic Society Library 
 

 
 

Policies and Procedures 
 
1. Catalogs and books in the HPS library may be borrowed only by HPS members. 
 
2. Contents of the library will be made available to the membership at both meetings each month.  

However, if an item other than a Scott catalog is desired, it should be requested by telephone (808 
734-3940), preferably 24 hours in advance of the next meeting.  Mainland members may request 
items by writing to the Society with the understanding the borrower must pay all postage costs.   

 
3. Library items may be checked out for approximately a 30 day period; i.e. from the first meeting of 

the month to the first meeting of the following month or the second meeting of the month to the 
second meeting of the following month.  An extension will be made if there is no request for the 
catalog or book on loan.  However, the borrowed item must be returned to the librarian before the 
extension is granted. 

 
 
Library Inventory as of September 1998 
 
1. Scott (Current Edition) 
 

Volume 1 
Volume 2 
Volume 3 
Volume 4 

U.S.,  A – B Countries  
C – F Countries 
G – I Countries 
J – O Countries 

Volume 5 
Volume 6 
  
  

P – SL Countries 
SO – Z Countries 
US Specialized 
1840 – 1949 Classic 

 
 

2. Stanley Gibbons 
 

Part 1 
Part 2 
Part 3 
Part 4 
Part 5 
Part 6 
Part 7 
Part 8 
Part 9 

British Commonwealth, 1991 
Austria & Hungary, 3rd edition, 1986 
Balkans, 2nd edition, 1982 
Benelux, 2nd edition, 1983 
Czechoslovakia & Poland, 1985 
France, 2nd edition, 1982 
Germany, 3rd edition, 1987 
Italy & Switzerland, 2nd edition, 1983 
Portugal & Spain, 2nd edition, 1984 

Part 12 
Part 15 
Part 16 
Part 17 
Part 18 
Part 19 
Part 20 
Part 21 
Part 22 

Africa Since Independence, A-E, 1983 
Central America, 2nd  edition, 1984 
Central Asia, 2nd edition, 1983 
China, 4th edition, 1989 
Japan & Korea, 2nd edition, 1985 
Middle East, 2nd edition, 1983 
South America, 3rd edition, 1989 
South-East Asia, 2nd edition 1985 
United States, 2nd edition, 1983 

Part 10 
Part 11 

Russia, 2nd edition, 1983 
Scandinavia, 2nd edition, 1982 

Channel Islands, 2nd edition, 1983 
Elizabethan Specialized, 1975 
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3. Minkus  
 

American Stamp Catalog, 1981 Krause – Minkus U.S. Catalog, 1998 
Volume 1, Part I 
Volume 1, Part II 
Volume 1, Part III 
Volume 2, Part I 
Volume 2, Part II 

British Commonwealth & Ireland, 1980 – 1981 
Free Asia & Africa, 1980 
Latin America, 1980 
Europe & Colonies, Albania – Hungary, 1978 – 1979 
Europe & Colonies, Iceland – Yugoclavia, 1978 - 1979 

 

4. Michel 
 

Africa, 1985 – 1986 
Asia I, 1983 – 1984 
Asia II, 1989 – 1990 
Eastern Europe, 1985 
Europe (reprint), 1910 

Germany Specialized, 1984 – 1985 
Middle & North America, 1984 – 1985 
Oceana, 1982 – 1983 
Western Europe, A – L, 1985 
Western Europe, M – Z, 1985 

 

5. Canada Specialized by Scott, 1985 
6. U.S. Postage Stamps by Scott, 1940 
7. Yvert Et Tellier, Europe, 1976 
8. Standard Postcard Catalog by Lowe, 1982 
9. U.S. & U.N. Souvenir Cards by Burns, 1980 – 1981 
10. First Day Cover Catalog by R&R, 1980 
11. American Airmail Catalog, 5th edition, 5 volumes 
12. Pricing Supplement for Volumes 1, 2, & 3, 1983 
13. Town & Type Precancel Catalog of U.S. and Territories by PSS, 1979 
14. U.S. Bureau Precancels by Klein, 1979 
15. U.S. Bureau Precancels by Noble, 1979 
16. Precancel Stamp Society Bureau Catalog, 1st edition, 1979 
17. Higgins & Gage World Postal Stationery Catalog, 10 volumes 
18. United States Letter Rates to Foreign Destinations by Starnes, 1982 
19. The Postal Stationery of Hawaii by Schwalm 
20. Plating the Hawaiian Numerals by Westerburg 
21. Stamp Exhibitions by the Association of Stamp Exhibitions, Inc., 1950 
22. A Postal History/Cancellation Study of the U.S. Pacific Islands including the Trust Territories 

by Murphy 
23. Hawaiian Philatelist (#3, 4, & 5 of Volume 1) by Mitchell 
24. Philatelic Forum Monographs (Volume I, II, & III) 
25. Standard First Day Cover Catalog by Fleetwood, 1979 
26. Postal History Society of New Zealand 

1970 Supplement of Registration Labels 
Squared Circle Cancellations 
Registered Mail Markings 
Our Daily Mail 

27. A Stamp Collector’s Encyclopedia by Sutton, 1951 
28. Canal Zone Stamps by Plass, Brewster, Salz, 1986 
 

HPS Library Inventory -  Page 2 
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29. The Postal Markings of the Canal Zone, 2nd edition, 1992 
30. Linn’s Who’s Who On U.S. Stamps by Thomas, 1991 
31. San Francisco Postal Markings, 1847 – 1900, by Mahoney, 1952 
32. Linn’s World Stamp Almanac, 5th edition, 1989 
33. U.S. Errors by Datz, 1988 
34. The Connoisseur Catalogue of Machin Printings, 3rd edition, 1979 
35. Linn’s Philatelic Gems II, 1985 
36. Book 1, 1961 – 1964 by Petrus 
37. Yang’s Postage Stamp & Postage Stationery by Choi, 1995 
38. Two magazines/catalogs covering archival materials, 1944 
39. Aerophilatelic Flight, Hawaii & Central Pacific, 1913 – 1946 by Crampon 
40. Ryukyus Handbook by Sera, 1962 
41. Distinguishing Characteristics of Classic Stamps (Europe 19th Century) by Schloss, 1951 
42. Siegel Auction Catalogs – The Advertiser Collection (3 Parts w/prices realized), 1995 
43. Webster’s Geographical Dictionary 
44. The Care and Preservation of Philatelic Materials by T.J. Collings and R.F. Schoolley-West 
 

  

 
 

End of List 
 
 
 

 
 
 

HPS Library Inventory -  Page 3 
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From the “Abode of Love” 
Janet Klug  

Reprinted from The Informer, Spring 1994, Vol. 58, No. 2, Pg. 35 
Philatelic Journal of the Society of Australasian Specialists / Oceania 

I had a query from fellow SAS/O member 
Martin J. Miller about a Samoan stamp he has 
with an unusual cancel.  Miller described his 
stamp as Scott #11, a 1d "palms" issue in bluish-
green (SG 58a).  This stamp is lightly canceled 
with, as Miller put it, "...what appears to be a 
Tongan cancel. Although light, I can barely 
make out the following (which may or may not 
be accurate0: KUALOFA / JE 99 / TONGA.  
These three lines are all in a circle about the size 
of a quarter.  I am very much interested in 
Samoan stamps with foreign cancellations, and 
this one really piqued my interest, as it appears 
to be from Tonga.  Can you provide any 
information about the cancellation?" 
 
The cancellation, shown in Figure 1, is Tongan, 
from Nukualofa (hence the KUALOFA in the 
cancel).  From Miller's description, it appears to 
be Tompkins "Type 6", measuring 12 1/2 mm 
with office name, date, and TONGA in three 
lines in the center.  This cancel was used from 
1899 to about 1908.  Miller wondered about the 
origin of the place name because it is so similar 
to the Samoan word "Talofa", which means 
"Hello", although "Alofa" by itself means love 
in both Samoa and Tonga and is the Tongan 
equivalent of the Hawaiian "Aloha" (all of the 
Polynesian dialects are very similar).  Nulualofa 
means "abode of love"  Miller mentioned that 
the cancellation on the stamp was very light and 
it took him a ling time to figure out the letters.  
This reminded me of a set of philatelic filters in 
my philatelic "bag of tricks" that I use all the 
time.  These are inexpensive (about $4 or $5 for 
a set) pieces of flat colored plastic through 
which one views a stamp.  If you use a blue 
filter on a blue stamp, the stamp becomes 
invisible and all you see is the cancel.  They are 
invaluable for figuring out cancels on those 
yellow Western Australia stamps that are so 
hard to see; a blue filter makes the design really 

pop out.  It is a good investment, and the price is 
right. 
 
Miller also sent along an official cover from the 
Tongan Department of Agriculture to the 
Department of Agriculture in the Territory of 
Hawaii in 1911.  This cover (Figure 2) was sent 
via Fiji and bears appropriate transit markings 
on the reverse (Figure 3).  Miller wondered if 
such an item is common.  Nothing from Tonga 
during this period is "common" (although more 
material is surfacing now that Tonga is 
becoming more popular with collectors).  Once 
an anathema to collectors, the stampless 
officials are now gaining popularity, especially 
those from less common governmental 
departments.  
 

 
 

 
Figure 2  Official Cover from Tonga to Hawaii 
 

 
Figure 3  Reverse side of Cover 
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Pan Am’s Clippers 
Steven Turechek 

Reprinted from NETSTAMPS with permission from the author 

How truly sad it is that my generation of 
"youthful"--under age 50 for sake of argument--
stamp collectors will never see a Pan American 
Clipper seaplane loft a cargo of passengers and 
airmail, destined for an exotic city halfway 
around the world. The significance of Pan Am's 
achievements and the aircraft that made it all 
possible might best be viewed in light of the 
number of philatelic items picturing these 
aircraft. 
 
Confused about just how significant a few 1930s 
transport aircraft could be? After all, consider 
for a moment the former gleaming white fleet of 
USPS Jeeps. Jeeps have delivered countless 
millions of letters and were produced in 
staggering numbers--and that's significant! But 
where are the stamps commemorating this right-
drive workhorse? In dramatic contrast, there 
were about a dozen and a half Clipper aircraft 
built (all types) and there are over a dozen 
stamps and cards listed in major stamp catalogs 
which depict these aircraft. Within the hands of 
collectors and dealers today there are tens of 
thousands of covers flown by the Clippers as 
well. Interesting statistics ... but enough of that. 
Suffice to say the Clippers were of major 
significance in the development of airmail 
routes and transport of mail overseas from and 
to the United States. This article is intended to 
illuminate that small group of stamps and 
stationary that can be found, mostly sprinkled 

deep within the "back of the book," which 
depict the great Clipper flying boats, and to 
sample a few of the very large group of Clipper-
flown covers. Collectors now revere each of 
these as part of our aerophilatelic heritage. 
 
Pan American Airways (PAA) was the 
Microsoft of the airline industry in the 1930s. 
As rapidly as we see a new generation of 
microprocessors for our home computers today, 
PAA was introducing new seaplanes to fly their 
emerging airmail and passenger routes within 
the Caribbean, across the Pacific, and then over 
to England and the Continent. Seaplanes 
evolved, under the watchful eyes of PAA's 
President Juan Trippe, technical advisor Charles 
Lindbergh, and Chief Pilot Edwin Musick, from 
literal flying trapeze affairs into graceful, 
luxurious flying boats. 
 
PAA's succession of Clipper's began with the 
Sikorsky S40, which in turn was followed by the 
S42, the Martin M130, and finally the Boeing 
B314. Throughout the 1930s and early 1940s, 
Pan Am nurtured the growth and operations of 
their "Clipper" fleet. These capable flying boats 
did for America and the countries of Latin and 
South America, the Pacific rim and Europe what 
the pony express did for the East and West 
coasts of the United States. Let's consider the 
evolution of the mighty Clipper ships and 
associated airmail routes by surveying several 

 
Figure 1 
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stamps and covers picturing, or carried by these 
limber giants. 
 
Trippe and Lindbergh must have realized early 
on that successful airmail and passenger 
operations in Latin and South America would 
require an aircraft capable of flying long range 
at a reasonable speed while carrying a 
substantial cargo of passengers, baggage and 
mail. Overwater flight for single or even twin 
engine landplanes presented a considerable risk 
in the early 1930s. In the event of an emergency, 
what was needed was a craft that could provide 
a safe environment for passengers and crew on 
the high seas. Multiple engines ensured one or 
two failures would not doom the flight. 
Watertight hulls would keep all occupants dry 
while the crew tried to effect repairs or waited 
for rescue in the event of a forced water landing. 
Indeed, the seaplane was the ideal solution to 
safe, extended overwater flight. 
 
Igor Sikorsky designed the S40, PAA's first 
Clipper. Pictured in the cachet on the first day 
cover in Figure 1, the S40 flying boat's hull 
supported a large wing, twin tail booms, twin 
rudders and four engines. Juan Trippe christened 
his first S40 the "American Clipper," equating 
the aircraft's speed over the water with that of 
the great 19th century sailing ships. The 
"American Clipper's" first mail and passenger 
carrying flight occurred on November 19th, 
1931. Pilot Charles Lindbergh was at the 
controls. The route began in Miami, with stops 
in Havana, Cuba, the Canal Zone, and 
Barranquilla, Colombia. The cover in Figure 2 
was flown from Miami to Colombia; the cover's 
Colombian backstamp indicates it arrived 
November 22, where it was apparently franked 
by an American consul representative, flown 
back to Miami, and eventually returned to the 
addressee in Schenectady, New York. 
 
For all its advantages, the S40 was not suitable 
for Trippe's next goal of providing airmail 
service across the Pacific. The great distance 
between suitable refueling stops meant           

any aircraft operating in  this  geographic  region  

needed more fuel, which in turn cut into the 
useful passenger and mail load, rendering small 
and even medium capacity aircraft unprofitable. 
Trippe and Lindbergh turned to Sikorsky for a 
larger ship with even greater range, passenger, 
mail and cargo capacity. The next design was 
Sikorsky's S42, first introduced in 1934. This 
seaplane lacked most of the braces, booms, and 
wires that gave the S40 its trapeze-like 
appearance. The S42 is prominently pictured on 
several stamps from the U.S. Canal Zone airmail 
set of 1939, which commemorated both the 10th 
anniversary of airmail service to the Canal Zone, 
and the 25th anniversary of the opening of the 
Panama Canal. The $1 airmail stamp from this 
set is featured in Figure 3 
 

The life span of the S42 flying boats was 
relatively short, even though an upgraded S42B 
model was placed in service. Besides providing 
routine airmail service to Latin and South 
America, the S42 aircraft performed initial 
survey flights across the Pacific Ocean on the 
proposed airmail route to China. The survey 
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Figure 2 

 
Figure 3 



 

flight cover in  Figure 4 was 
flown between San 
Francisco and Hawaii.  The 
domestic U.S. airmail rate of 
6 cents applied; this cover 
was mailed from San 
Francisco to Hawaii (6 cents 
postage), then back to San 
Francisco (another 6 cents), 
and finally returned to the addressee in Miami 
(additional 6 cents). An S42B performed survey 
flights across the Atlantic Ocean to pave the 
way for the largest Clippers yet to come. 
 
The next seaplane to enter Pan American's fleet 
is arguably the most famous of all the Clippers, 
the Martin M130. It had luxury accommodations 
for up to 32 passengers, a range of 2,400 miles 
and cruised at 130 mph. However, the fuel 
required to fly from San Francisco to Hawaii, 
when combined with unfavorable head winds, 
often displaced the number of passengers down 
to just two. Three of these M130 ships were 
built, the most famous being the China Clipper. 
Airmail service to the Philippines began in 
November 1935, with the first passengers 
carried beginning October 1936. Service was 
extended to Hong Kong, China, in April, 1937, 
though an S42B flew the route from Manila to 
Hong Kong. Three Transpacific airmail stamps 
were issued in denominations that conveniently 
paid the cost of postage on the various legs 

between the U.S. and China. With the entry of 
the M130s into service, Pan American Airways 
stretched its presence to the orient. 

 
The cover in Figure 5 is 
franked with the 2O 
cent Transpacific 
airmail stamp issued in 
1937 which depicts the 
Martin M130 "China 
Clipper." The beautiful 
multicolor cachet also 

portrays the M130. This particular cover, sent by 
a Navy sailor, was postmarked aboard the USS 
Northampton. Evidently the ship was docked at 
the port town of Lahaina on the island of Maui 
in the Territory of Hawaii; the cover was flown 
via Clipper to San Francisco, then traveled in 
the surface mails to the addressee. The M130 
can also be found pictured on the 1985 U.S. air 
postal card. 
 
No sooner than the Martin M130s conquered the 

Pacific, Pan American introduced the Boeing 
314 Clippers to bridge the Atlantic. The B314 
was the epitome of luxury flying boat service; it 
could carry up to 70 passengers (25-30 on ocean 
crossings) at a speed of 150 mph, for a range of 
2,500 miles. Without any reference, the sheer 
size of this aircraft is difficult to appreciate. It is 
more than three times the gross weight of a 
Douglas DC3. At 152 feet, its wingspan was 
Longer than a Rockwell B-l bomber or a Boeing 
707 jetliner! 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 4 

 

Figure 5 

Figure 6 
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Inaugural airmail service to Europe began on 
May 20, 1939, when 112,574 covers were 
carried to Marseilles, France, via the Azores and 
Lisbon, Portugal. Passenger service began 
shortly thereafter in June 1939. On June 30, the 
first airmail was flown via B314 from England 
to New York; one of the many covers that made 
the inaugural flight is pictured in Figure 6. The 
B314 has been immortalized on the latest U. S. 
air postal card, and most recently as one of the 
20 Classic American Aircraft commemoratives. 
This stamp, taken from the pane of 20 designs, 
is illustrated in Figure 7. Under American 
administration, the Philippines issued a set of 
airmail stamps in 1941 which feature the B314. 
These graceful seaplanes went on to serve 
throughout World War II on both Atlantic and 
Pacific Ocean routes. The final Atlantic crossing 
by a Pan American Clipper occurred in 
December, 1945, closing perhaps the most 
significant chapter of Pan American's history 
from a philatelic perspective. 
 
Today, collectors seek material of any and all 
types flown by Clipper transport. 
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Figure 7 
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